In the aero-elastic analysis of wind turbines based on blade element theory, the need to include a model of the local, two-dimensional instationary aerodynamic loads, commonly referred to as dynamic stall has become obvious in the last years. In this contribution we describe an alternative choice for such a model, based on [19] . Its derivation is governed by the flow physics, thus enabling interpolation between different profile geometries. To facilitate aeroelastic stability and sensitivity investigations, the original model is changed into state-space form, i.e. a system of differential equations. The transformation into state-space form is validated with numerical calculations.
Introduction
For the numerical analysis of the dynamic behaviour of wind turbines in turbulent wind, the necessity and importance of including a model of the instationarity of the local two-dimensional flow, the so-called dynamic stall model, is widely recognised. As example the stationary versus the instationary profile coefficient for the lift as obtained in wind tunnel measurements are depicted in Fig.1 , taken from [12] . The large differences are clearly visible. Thus only with a dynamic stall model can the aerodynamic forces in the linear as well as the stall regime be adequately modeled. Also aerodynamic damping properties and aeroelastic sta- [12] . bility can only be investigated with the use of a proper model for the instationary aerodynamic loads. Although there exists an abundance of such dynamic stall models, ranging from simple to sophisticated, no model has yet succeeded over the other models in becoming something like a standard. In the literature we can find for example the model from LEISHMANN and BEDDOES [7] , the ONERA [11] and DLR model [19] , the models from GOMAN and KHRABROV [4] as well as TRUONG [18] , which are mainly used for the analysis of helicopter dynamics, and the models from ØYE [21] , RISØ [14] and SNEL [15] , mostly used in the wind turbine sector. For wind turbine applications we can define the following 2 requirements for a successful dynamic stall model:
1. The derivation of the model should be based on the flow physics, since interpolations between different profile geometries are necessary and should yield meaningful results.
2. It has to be applicable for the whole range of angles of attack, α ∈ [−π, π].
3. In the limit of zero reduced frequency the stationary curves of the profile coefficients have to be reproduced.
4. In the linear regime it has to reproduce the results obtained by solving the Theodorsen equation [16] .
5. The hysteresis curves in the critical stall regime have to be reproduced not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively, and the adaptation to measurements must be possible.
6. To be able to perform sensitivity and stability analyses, the model should be in state-space form, i.e. in the form of differential equations.
7. Last but not least it should be easy to implement and extend. In a recent evaluation study by PETOT et al. [2] , where different dynamic stall models were compared, the DLR [19] and ONERA [11] model gave the best results compared with measurements. In this study not only the prediction of instationary lift and drag coefficients, but also the prediction of the instationary moment coefficient was considered. This last requirement currently seems not very important for wind turbine applications, but as rotor blade size and flexibility increases, the prediction of the instationary moment coefficient will become more and more necessary. An advantage of the DLR model over the ONERA model is its inherent additive nature, i.e. it is easy to extend the model to include additional effects. At first sight a disadvantage of the DLR model might be the fact that it is not formulated as a set of differential equations. But we will show in the sequel that it is possible to transform the DLR model into state-space form, an essential prerequisite to perform sensitivity and stability analyses as well as model reduction of the aero-elastic system [10] .
Modeling of Stationary Profile Coefficients
The model which we describe in the following is based on the work of BEDDOES [1] , LEISHMAN and BEDDOES [6] , as well as LEISS and WAGNER [9] and VAN DER WALL [19] . The starting point of the modeling process are the stationary profile coefficients for lift, drag and aerodynamic moment. In the past these have been measured in wind tunnel experiments, but nowadays also CFD calculations are giving increasingly reliable results. The first step is the transformation from the aerodynamic into the profile coordinate system by a rotation with the angle of attack α, i.e. from lift and drag to normal force (perpendicular to the chord) and tangential force (along the chord), compare Fig.2 . Thus we do not work with the standard lift and drag coefficients c l and c d , but with a normal force coefficient c n and a tangential force coefficient c t :
The coefficient of the aerodynamic moment c m remains unchanged. The input of the stationary aerodynamic model are the non-dimensional flow velocity components in the profile coordinate system,
Here v is the absolute value of the free stream velocity and v ref a suitable reference velocity. The mathematical model for the coefficients c n , c t and c m consists of the superposition of different analytical functions, which describe the contributions of the attached and separated flow regions, depicted for the normal force coefficient in Fig.3 . Each coefficient is described as the sum of the following functions, The vector p contains the parameters with which the analytical functions can be fitted to the measured coefficient curves using parameter optimisation algorithms [20] .
The three functions c k,i are defined as follows [19] :
1. The first function describes the contribution of Newton's flow theory in the completely separated flow region at high angles of attack,
2. The second function is based on the Kirchhoff potential flow theory [17] at moderately large angles of attack,
3. The third and most important function describes the contribution of the additional circulation at low angles of attack [19] ,
Here the first two terms define the contribution of trailing edge separation and the second two terms describe the contribution of leading edge separation, separately for positive and negative angles of attack. For the trailing edge separation we define the following function:
with the normalised circulation function Γ with a maximum at the stall angle of attack defined as
The circulation at negative angles of attack is described in the same way, but with different values for the parameters p j in case of non-symmetric air-foils.
The second contribution to an increased circulation c vk k might be caused by leading edge separation, depending on the air-foil shape. This is described by the following function:
with the circulation function defined as
The same functions are used for negative angles of attack, but again with different parameter values, if necessary. Depending on the air-foil shape it may be appropriate to model the positive stall without and the negative stall with this leading edge contribution.
Due to the additive form of the model the inclusion of more terms is easily accomplished: A forth function can for example model the influence of shedded vortices at high angles of attack, depending on Strouhal number with the inclusion of random effects, and a fifth function can be used to include 3D effects at the blade root sections. Another important advantage of the model is its firm grounding on the physics of aerodynamic flow theory. This means that the interpolation between different parameter sets for the different profile sections along the blade will give physically meaningful results. The optimal parameter values to fit the analytical curves to the measured profile coefficient curves can be obtained using numerical optimisation algorithms, in our case the application of the simplex method as described for example in [20] was sufficient.
Modeling the Instationary Effects
The extension of the stationary model described in the preceeding paragraph to include instationary effects is now relatively easy: According to the solution of a system of ordinary differential equations the input values ν x and ν z are modified to so-called effective values ν + ∆p. In the original DLR model [19] these changes are calculated using a discrete approximation of the Duhamel integral. In the following we give a short description of the transformation into state-space form along the lines of LEISHMAN [8] and POIREL [13] , which is better suited for our purposes, e.g. sensitivity and stability analyses and model reduction.
We start with an approximation of the Theodorsen function in the time domain, called the Wagner function W (τ ) [5] ,
−0.3τ (13) and the following approximation
for the Küssner function [6] . Here τ is the non-dimensional time, defined as
using the chord length c of the profile and the absolute value of the free stream velocity v. The Wagner function describes the step response of the aerodynamic loads to changes of ν z , i.e. the change from ν z to ν ef f z and the Küssner function describes the change of ν x to ν ef f x . Thus these two functions describe the hysteresis curves of the instationary coefficients in the linear regime at low angles of attack. For the stall regime we use a linear ordinary differential equation (ODE) of first order [1] , so the system response has the same frequency as the excitation,
According to [19] the coefficient describing the time delay has the value b s = 0.26 and A s = 1. This function describes the change of the parameters p
, i.e. the stall overshoot and the large hysteresis in the stall regime. Following [19] the input is defined as
where θ is the torsional displacement of the profile out of the initial position.
Transformation into State-Space Form
In the view of control theory all three functions W (τ ), K(τ ) and S(τ ) can be thought of as step response functions of the aerodynamic system for different inputs. The procedure to transform a step response function into state-space form can be found in most books on control theory, for example [3] : First we transform the generic step response in the time domain,
into the frequency domain using the Laplace transformation. We obtain
. We need the transfer function H(s) of the system, which is connected to the step response function W (s) via multiplication with 1/s,
Thus our transfer function H(s) is
For a transfer function in the form
with a n = 0 and at least one b ν = 0, the corresponding state-space form iṡ 
Now we can apply this transformation to our dynamic stall model. We obtain for the Wagner functionẋ
with
where A 1w = 0.165, b 1w = 0.0455, A 2w = 0.335 and b 2w = 0.3.
For the Küssner function we get similarlẏ
where A 1k = 0.3, A 2k = 0.7, b 1k = 0.14 and b 2k = 0.53. For the stall function the state-space form iṡ
, p s = 0.05 and d s = 0.
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We can combine all three systems to form a block-diagonal system of ODEs in R 5 , which describes the instationary aerodynamic loads at the individual profile sections,ẋ
with the matrices
and 
Validation and Conclusions
To validate the transformation into state-space form, we compare the results of the modified DLR model in state-space form with results obtained using the original DLR [19] model at different angles of attack for the reduced frequency of k = 0.1. The ODEs have been discretised with the second order accurate trapezoidal rule using a time step of 0.05 seconds. But also the discretisation with the first order accurate implicit and explicit Euler scheme gave satisfactory results. As example we show the results for the normal force coefficient in Figs.5, 6 and 7, and we can see a very good correspondence of the two models.
To conclude, we have shown an alternative choice for modeling the instationary two-dimensional aerodynamic loads. This model has been cast in the form of differential equations, suitable for the important tasks of aeroelastic stability and sensitivity analyses. We belive that due to its physical foundation and its additive nature it is very well suited for instationary wind turbine analysis. 
